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Abstract 
Montejano-Peimbert, L. and I. Puga-Espinosa, Shore points in dendroids and conical pointed 
hyperspaces, Topology and its Applications 46 (1992) 41-54. 
If X is a continuum and p a Whitney map for C(X), a subcontinuum Y of C(X) is p-conical 
pointed if for some A E[O, l), the cone K(F-‘(A)~ Y) of pL-‘(A)n Y is homeomorphic with 
p-‘[A, l] ~‘i Y. This property generalizes the Roger’s cone = hyperspace property. 
If X is a (smooth) dendroid, x E X is a shore point if there is a sequence of subdendroids of 
X not containing x which converges to X. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
on X, involving shore points, for C,,(X) to be +-conical pointed. 
Keywords: Conical pointed hyperspaces, shore sets and shore points, dendroids, Whitney levels, 
Hilbert cube. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54820, 54F20 
Introduction 
The concept of shorepoint in dendroids arose when we studied the conical pointed 
property for the hyperspace of subcontinua of a smooth dendroid. It turned out to 
be a useful tool for understanding the structure of dendroids. Section 1 of this paper 
deals with shore and essential points in dendroids. An example (Example 1.8), due 
to Alejandro Illanes, of a smooth dendroid which contains pairs of arbitrarily large 
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disjoint subdendroids is given. In particular, this implies that every one of its points 
is a shore point. 
In Section 2 we prove theorems (Theorems 2.3 and 2.6) about the conical pointed 
property in the hyperspace of subcontinua of a smooth dendroid. It is proved that 
for large enough A, the Whitney levels corresponding to A, in the relative hyperspace 
C,,(X) = {K E C(X): p E K} of a dendroid X smooth at p are homeomorphic with 
the Hilbert cube Q. [3, Theorem 81 asserts that C,(X) z Q iff p is not in the interior 
of a finite tree in X. We get a proof of this theorem using Corollary 2.4(b) and 
Properties 1.2(e). 
Preliminaries 
0.1. The hyperspace C(X) 
A continuum is a compact connected metric space. If (X, d) is a continuum, 
C(X) denotes the hyperspace of subcontinua of X with the Hausdorff metric 
D(A, B) = max{sup{d(x, A): x E B}, sup{d(x, B): x E A}}. We denote by B,(A) the 
E-open ball in C(X) centered at A and by N,(A) the set of elements in X at 
distance less than E from A. A Whitney map for C(X) is a map (continuous function) 
p:C(X)-+[O,l] such that k({x})=O for all XEX and p(A)<p(B) if AgB. 
Whitney maps for C(X) always exist [ 121. For general concepts on hyperspaces of 
continua we refer the reader to [6]. 
0.2. Dendroids 
A dendroid is an arc connected, hereditarily unicoherent continuum. A terminal 
point in a dendroid is an endpoint of every arc containing it and a tree is a dendroid 
with finitely many terminal points. 
In a dendroid X every subcontinuum is a dendroid and for every pair of points 
x, y E X there is a unique arc (up to parameterizations) from x to y which we will 
denote by [x, y]. We say that a point x E X has order greater or equal than r 
(o(x) 2 r), if there are r arcs in X whose pairwise intersection is {x}. If for some 
p E X the sequence of arcs [p, a,] converges to [p, a], in C(X), whenever {a,} 
converges to a, we say that X is smooth. In that case, we say that X is smooth at 
p and also that p is an initial point of X (see [2] for genera1 results about smooth 
dendroids). 
The following lemma plays an important role in our proofs about shore sets. 
Lemma 0.1. In a dendroid X, if U is an arc component of an open set W, then 
Cl(U) = lim A,,, where {A,},,N is a sequence of subdendroids of X contained in U. 
Proof. Let y E U and K, = X\N,,,(X\ W), then y E K, for n large enough. If A,, 
is the arc component of K, containing y, then the sequence {A,,} satisfies the 
requirements of the lemma. 0 
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0.3. Z-sets and Z-functions 
A closed subset A of a metric space X is called Z-set if the set of functions 
f~C(Q,X)forwhichf(Q)nA=8,isadensesubsetofC(Q,X).(HereC(Q,X) 
is the metric space of continuous functions from Q to X with the g.1.b. metric.) For 
a compact space M, a function f~ C(M, X) is called Z-function if f(M) is a 
Z-subset of X. 
1. Essential and shore points 
In Definition 1.1, Properties 1.2, and Lemma 1.3, X will denote a smooth dendroid 
and p an initial point of X. 
Definition 1.1. A point q in X will be called essential in any of the two following 
cases: 
(I) There is an infinite subset r of X such that [q, x] n [q, y] = {q} for every 
x, y E r (i.e., o(q) 3 r for every natural number I). 
(II) There exist an arc (Y G X and a sequence of different points {qn}niN E cy which 
converges to q and such that o(q,) > 2. 
We call q I-essential and II-essential respectively and denote by E the set of 
essential points. 
Properties 1.2. (a) X contains an essential point iff X is not a tree. 
(b) If a is an arc, (Y n E is a closed set. 
(c) Ifp E Cl(E), then p E E. 
(d) If for some q E X, [p, q] n E = {q}, then X is smooth at each point of [ p, q]. 
(e) p E E iffp G Int Tfor every tree T contained in X. 
(f) A continuum A E C,,(X) contains an essential point ifffor every F > 0 and every 
n E kJ, B,(A) contains a space homeomorphic to I”. 
Proof. Since the reader can verify properties (a)-(e) we prove only property (f). 
Let A E C,,(X) and q an essential point in A. For every F > 0, N, (A) contains an 
infinite set r for which [q, x] s N, (A) for every x E r and either (i) [q, x] A [q, y] = 
{q} for every x, y E r (if q is I-essential) or (ii) there is an arc (Y G N,(A) with q as 
one of its extreme points such that [q, x] n [q, y] G (Y for every x, y E r (if q is 
II-essential). Suppose first that given n E FV, Tn (N,(A)\A) contains n points 
Xl,..., x,, thentheset{AuU:=, [A, t;]: t;E[A,x,]}incase(i)andtheset{Aucuu 
U:‘=, [A, t,]: t, E [A, x~]} in case (ii) are homeomorphic copies of I” contained in 
B,(A) n C(X). In any other case A contains n points u,, . . . , u,, which are terminal 
points of X. In this case, we can prove that there exists 6 > 0 such that if A,(u;) 
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denotes the component of A\B,( ui) containing q, then the set A, = A,( u,) n . . . n 
A,(u,) is contained in B,(A). Now, it is easy to verify that the set {Aa u 
lJ:=, [A,, t,]: ti E [A,, u,]} contained in B,(A) n C(X) is an homeomorphic copy 
of I”. This proves the sufficiency. 
For the necessity, suppose that A does not contain essential points. Then by (a), 
A is a tree. Let kc(A) = A\l.J (a^, a], w ere a is taken over all the terminal points h 
of A and a^ satisfies d( 6, a) = F and d(x, a) < E for every x E (6, a]. Since A does 
not contain essential points, it is possible to find E small enough so that [a^, a] 
contains no points of order greater than 2. We can choose a 6 > 0 so that if 
K E B,(A) n C(X), then K z %_(A). Moreover using (c) and (d) we can choose 6 
so that K contains no essential points and the only points of order greater than 2 
contained in K are the points which are already in A. This implies that there exists 
a finite set of points {w, , . . . , w,}~ N,(A) such that for every K E B,(A), K = 
h+dJ,,~ [a^, Y(U)] uUF=I [A, ZiI, w h ere T is the set of terminal points of A, 
each z, E [A, wl] and [A, z,] n [A, z,] is either empty or a single point in A if i Z j. 
The function that sends K into (~(a),,~, (z;):,) is a homeomorphism between 
B,(A) and I” where k is the sum of m plus the number of elements of T. 0 
Lemma 1.3. Let {x,} be a sequence of different points of X converging to an element 
x E X. Suppose that each arc in X contains at most jinitely many x,. Then there is an 
essential point contained in [p, x]. 
Proof. Let u,, E [p, x] such that [p, x,] n [ p, x] = [p, u,]. Clearly o( u,) > 2. We prove 
that a limit point u of {u,} is essential. (Without loss of generality we denote again 
by {u,} the subsequence converging to u.) 
Suppose first that {u,: n = 1,2,. . .} is an infinite set. Then u is an essential point 
contained in [p, x]. Assume now, that {u,: n = 1,2, . . .} is finite and o(u) is bounded. 
Therefore, it exists of an arc (Y with u as one of its endpoints and cr n [p, x] = {u} 
such that [p, x,] n a = [u, yn] where y, # u and o(y,) > 2. If y is a limit point of 
{y,}, by the smoothness at p, [p, x] = lim[ p, x,] = lim[ p, y,,] u lim[y,, x,] = [p, y] u 
[y, x] which proves that y E [p, x] and since y E (Y then y = U. But o(y,) > 2, i.e., u 
is essential. IJ 
Definition 1.4. A subset S of X is a shore set (shore point if S consists of a single 
point) if for every B > 0 there exists A E C(X) for which D(A, X) < E and S n A = $3. 
Statements (i) and (ii) follow easily from the definition: 
(i) A subset S of X is a shore set iff for every Whitney map Jo and for every 
A < 1 there exists A E pp’[A, l] such that S n A = 0. 
(ii) Every terminal point is a shore point and every shore point is not a cut point. 
Nevertheless shore point and noncut point are different concepts. See Example 
1.5(a) below. 
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Lemma 1.4. (iii) If q E X is a nonterminal shore point which is not essential, then X 
is not locally connected at q. 
Proof. Let {X,,} c C(X) a sequence which converges to X and such that q .& X,, for 
every n. Choose qn E X,, such that lim qn = q. If some arc cy contains infinitely many 
q,,, then for some q’E CY, q E [q’, qn] for infinitely many n. Take q; E X, such that 
lim q: = q’. Clearly qg [q,,, q:]. This implies that q is essential and therefore, that 
each arc in X contains only finitely many q,,. Since o(q) is bounded, there exists 
an arc LY with an extreme in 9 such that [q, q,,] n a = [q, ~~1, P,  # 4 and pn + a,. If 
p is a limit point of {p,} and U an open set containing q whose closure does not 
contain p, then U contains no open, connected set containing q. 0 
Remarks. (1) It follows from Lemma 0.1 that a closed set S c X is a shore set iff 
X is a limit point of the set Q(S) = {Cl( U): U is an arc component of X\S} G C(X). 
(2) If a closed set Sis a shore set and X P? Q(S), then there exists a sequence of 
pairwise disjoint subdendroids of X which converges to X. If this is the case then 
every finite set is a shore set. The dendroid A in Example 1.8 is in this case: Since 
every point is a shore point, take S = ((0, 0, . . .I}. The arc components of X\S are 
not dense. 
Examples 1.5. (a) Let X c Iw* be the union of the next segments: [(-1, 0), (1, O)], 
[(0, O), (0, l)], [(-l/n, O), (-l/n, 1)], [(l/n, 0), (l/n, l)], n = 1,2,3,. . . . Besides the 
terminal points, the shore points of X are the points in the semi-open segment 
((0, 0), (0, l)]. The point (0,O) is neither a cut point nor a shore point. The set of 
shore points is itself a shore set. 
(b) Let X G Iw* be the fan obtained as the union of the segments [(0, 0), (1, l/n)], 
n-1,2,... and the segment S = [(0, 0), (1, O)]. The points in S and the terminal 
points of X are the shore points of X and again the set of shore points is a shore 
set. 
(c) The set of shore points is not necessarily a shore set: Take X the cone over 
the Cantor set. Every point of X except the vertex is a shore point. Nevertheless 
we have the next 
Theorem 1.6. If X is a smooth dendroid, then everyfinite set of shore points is a shore 
set. 
Proof. Let {a,, . . . , a,, b} be a finite set of shore points and suppose that b is a 
terminal point of the tree H = IJ:=, [ 6, a,]. We proceed by induction. For a one-point 
set the theorem is obvious and by the induction hypothesis {a,, . . . , a,} is a shore 
set. By Remark (2) we can suppose that there are dense arc components U and W 
of X\{a,, . . . , a,,} and X\(b) respectively. If bsf U, we conclude, by Lemma 0.1 
that {a,, . . . , a,,, b} is a shore set. We may assume that b E U and analogously that 
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some ai E W and then H\{b} G W. Renumbering if necessary, there are points 
a,,..., ak for which [b,a,]n{a, ,..., a,}={a,}, i=l,..., k. Let T be the arc 
component of X\{ a,, . . . , ak, b} containing UF=, (b, a,) and note that U\{ b} = T u 
V, and W\{a, , . . . , a,} = T u V, where V,, (respectively V,) is the union of the arc 
components of X\(b) (respectively X\{a, , . . . , a,,}) different from W (respectively 
U). If T is dense, the theorem is proved. Suppose then that T is not dense. Then 
neither V, nor V, is contained in Cl(T). Choose points w E V,\Cl( T) and u E 
V,,\Cl( T) and notice that u E Cl( W\(b)) implies u E Cl( V,) and similarly w E Cl( V,). 
Since u E V, and w E V,, there are sequences of different points {u,} c V, and 
{w,} E V,, which converge respectively to u and w. This leads to the existence of a 
nonsmooth subdendroid of X of type 2 as defined by Grace and Vought in [5] (see 
Fig. 1). It is also proved in that paper that smoothness is a hereditary property. We 
get a contradiction. 0 
If a dendroid X contains pairs of arbitrarily large disjoint subcontinua (i.e., if 
for every E > 0 there exist subcontinua A and B of X such that D(A,X)<&; 
D( B, X) < E and An B = @), then every point in X is a shore point of X. We prove 
that in smooth dendroids, the converse is also true. 
Fig. 1. A nonsmooth dendroid contained in X. 
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Theorem 1.7. Let X be a smooth dendroid and suppose that every point in X is a shore 
point. Then there are pairs of arbitrarily large subcontinua with empty intersection. 
Proof. We can suppose that the complement of every finite set contains a dense arc 
component (see Remarks (1) and (2) above). Let p be an initial point of X, U a 
dense arc component of X\{ p}, a, E U and W a dense arc component of X\{ p, a,}. 
If Wn U =@, according with Lemma 0.1 the theorem is proved. Suppose then that 
W n U # 0. If (p, a,) is not contained in W, the density of W contradicts that p is 
an initial point of X. Then (p, a,) s W. Let A be a large element of C(X) contained 
in W (it exists by Lemma 0.1). We can suppose that An (p, a,) #g) and choose a 
point a, E (p, a,) such that [p, a,] n A = 0. Let V be the arc component of 
X\{P, aI, a?} containing A. If V is dense, we can find a sequence {b,} E V converging 
to an element b in (p, az) for which lim[ p, b,] # [p, b], a contradiction. We conclude 
that there is a dense arc component V* of X\{ p, a,, az} such that V* n A = 0. Using 
again Lemma 0.1 we can find a large subdendroid B of V* whose intersection with 
A is empty. 0 
The following is an example of Illanes of a smooth dendroid A contained in the 
Hilbert cube Q = nz, Ii (Z, is the unit interval I for every i) which contains pairs 
of arbitrarily large disjoint subdendroids. 
Example 1.8. A point x = (xi),=, E Q is an element of A iff at most for one i0 E N, 
X~E (0, 1) and i < i0 implies x, = 0 (note that xi E (0, 1) for every i # iO). It is clear 
that A is a closed subset of Q. We shall now prove that indeed A is a smooth 
dendroid with initial point OE Q. Let x= (xi),=, be a point of A. We start proving 
that there is a unique path (up to parametrization) from x to 0. 
Forn=1,2,...defineci,:I+Aas 
0, if i < n, 
(G,?(t)), = 
( 
a,(t), if i= n, 
Xl, if i> n, 
where a,(t) is an arc in I from x, to 0. Note that 6,(O) =x, Gn(l) = G,,+,(O), 
iim,,, &,,(lj=O, lim,,,,~diam~,,(l)=O and ~,*+,(l)nUI’=la~(l)=~,(l). From 
these properties it easily follows that 6 = Cl(U &“(I)) is an arc from x to 0. We 
also have G,,,(Z) G A for every n EN, so that 6 G A. Denote 6 = [x, 0] and note that 
21 E [x, 0] iff there exists an index i such that u, = xj for every j > i and v, E [0, x,] for 
every j s i. We will show that the arc [x, O] from x to 0 is unique in A up to different 
parametrizations. 
Lemma 1.9. Let x E A and a : I + A an arc from x to 0. Then p,( a(t)) E [0, x,] for 
every t E Z and j = 1,2, _ . . (where p, is the jth projection from Q to I). 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. Then for some t E Z and j E N, u, = p, (a (t)) > 
x,. Let u~(+, u,), t*=max(p,oa)P’({u})n[O, t] and t,=min(p,ocu)~‘({u))n[t, 11. 
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Then t E (t”, t*), so that t” < t, and for every s E (t”, t.+), p,(a(s)) # 0. We want to 
show that (Y ( t*) = (Y ( t.+) which contradicts that (Y is an arc. First note that pj( LY (t*)) = 
Pj(a(t*)) and then for k<j, pk(~(t*))=p,,(~(f+.))=O. Suppose that pk(a(t*))# 
pk(a(t,)) for some k E N (clearly k > j), then there is an s E (t”, f.J for which 
pk( cy (s)) EI (0, 1) and this implies p, ( LY (s)) = 0, a contradiction. 0 
Now, let XE A, (Y an arc from x to 0 in A and u E LY. If i is the first index for 
which ZI, # 0, then u, = 0 for every j < i and according to Lemma 1.9, ui E [0, x,]. If 
for some j > i, vj # x,, then for some y E (Y between x and u, yi $ (0, 1) so that y, = 0. 
Using again the lemma we obtain tIi = 0, which is a contradiction. This proves that 
(Y c [x, 01, so that both arcs are equal. The reader can verify that for every x, y E A 
there is a unique arc from x to y which we denote by [x, y]. 
We shall prove now that A is hereditarily unicoherent. By the above it will be 
enough to prove that every K E C(A) is path connected. 
Suppose that K is not path connected. Then there are points x, z E K and y E A 
for which y = (y,):, E [x, z]\K. If B is an open ball of Q centered at y and contained 
in Q\K, B=U~,X...XU‘~,~X~~~~~,Z~ (Z,=Z for every CY and U,, is an open 
neighborhood of y,< in Z, i = 1,. . . , n). 
We break the proof in two cases: 
Case 1: There is some y,,, E (0,l) so thaf U,, = (y,, -E, y,! + E) for some F > 0. 
Let F={wEA:w,,E U,,, j=i+l,...,n and W<“) E [Yq + % 111; G= 
~J~=,+,{wEA:w,,,EZ\U,,} and H={wEA:w,~E[O,~,,-&]}.It iseasilyseenthat 
(Q\B) n A = F u G u H. Now, since w,, E [y,, + F, 11, wk E {0, 1) if k > a, and this 
implies that F is a closed subset of A. Obviously G and H are closed. On the other 
hand F n (G u H) = 1/1 so that K must be contained either in F or in G v ZZ. If 
K c_ F and there are points u, v E K for which uk # uk for some k > ai, then the sets 
{x E K: xk = 0} and {x E K: xk = l} would define a separation of K. Hence for every 
u, u E K and k > a,, uk = vk and so, if IA is any element of K, K is contained in the 
set F n {x E A: xk = uh for every k > aI} = r. But Z is path connected, K c r and 
x, z E K so that y E r This is a contradiction since Tc Q\B. Then K c Gu H, and 
since G u H is path connected, x, z E K implies y E G u H c Q\ B, a contradiction. 
Case 2: For every i E { 1, . . , n}, y,,, E (0, 1). 
(a) Suppose y,, = 0 if LY~ < (Y,,, and y,,(] = 1. We define 
U= ij {WE A: w,,EZ\U,,} 
I = k, 
and 
V= L__, {w E A: w,,,E Ue,n{O, l}, io= l,..., n and W,~ E Z\ U,,}. 
kc, 
Again, An (Q\B) = U u V and since U and V are disjoint closed sets, K is 
contained only in U or only in V. As before, since U is path connected, K c U 
implies y E U E Q\ B. On the other hand, if K c_ V, the same reasoning that we use 
when we supposed K c_ F in Case 1, leads us to the same contradictions. 
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(b) Finally, if ya, = 0 for every LY,, then (Q\B) nA = lJ;=, V,, V, = 
{WEA: w,~EI\CJ,~, W,,E U_, for k<jcn }. Since the sets V, are pairwise disjoint 
and closed in A, K is contained in only one V,. If we follow the same reasoning 
than in the preceding cases, we get similar contradictions. This proves that A is 
hereditarily unicoherent and hence a dendroid. 
We show now that A is smooth at 0, (lim[O, a”] = [0, a] for every sequence {a”} 
in A which converges to a in A). Given e > 0 there exists NE IV such that for every 
n > N, d(a, a”) =CkeO (l/2+, - a;() < E. If x E [a, 01, there exists a k, E N such that 
0, if k< k,,, 
.Xk = 
4, otherwise. 
We define x” as the element in [a”, 0] with coordinates 
x;: = I 0, if k< ko, a,“, otherwise, 
then d(x”, x) = Cr=‘=,,, ( 1/2“luk - a:[) 4 d(a”, a) < F if n > N. Conversely if xn is as 
in (2), then we define x as in (1). This proves that, for large n, o([a, 01, [a”, 01) < E 
and hence that A is a smooth dendroid with initial point 0. 
Note that A is not locally connected at any point different from 0. Indeed, if 
x # 0 is an element of A, then it is easy to find a sequence in A which converges 
to x and such that the arc from x to any point in the sequence contains 0, so that 
if U is a neighborhood of x whose closure does not contain 0, then U contains no 
connected neighborhood of x. 
Finally we shall see that A contains arbitrarily large disjoint subdendroids. Define 
A, = {(xi):, E A: x, = 0 if i 2 n + I}. If e > 0 and n such that l/2” < F, let H = A,, 
and K = A,+,\(A, u [0, x)) where x is any point in the arc (0, e,,,) ((e,), =0 if 
i # n and (e,), = 1). It is easy to verify that D(H, A) < E and D( K, A) < E. Clearly 
H and K are disjoint subcontinua of A. 
2. Conical pointed hyperspaces of smooth dendroids 
In this section we give necessary conditions in order that C,,(X) is p-conical 
pointed (Theorem 2.3). Theorem 2.6 implies that C,(X) is not always conical 
pointed. Indeed let X 5 R2 be the union of the next segments: [(O,O), (1, O)], 
[(l/n,O), (l/n, l)], n = 1,2, and [(O,O), (0, I)]. If p# (0,O) the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.6 are satisfied since the only essential point in X is (0,O) which is a 
shore point. Corollary 2.7 establishes, for a large family of smooth dendroids, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for C,,(X) to be conical pointed, 
We already proved in [9] that the hyperspace of subcontinua of a finite graph is 
conical pointed so that the dendroids in this section will contain infinitely many 
terminal points and then, by Properties 1.2(a), an essential point. 
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In what follows X is a dendroid smooth at p and p a Whitney map for C(X). 
Denote pP = p ( C,,(X). (W e recall that C,,(X) is the space of all the subcontinua 
of X which contain p.) 
The next two approximation lemmas (Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2) will be used in the 
proof of Theorem 2.5. 
Lemma 2.1. For every F > 0 there exists a tree T E C,(X) and retractions R : p -‘( A,) n 
C,,(X)+ p”‘(h,) n C,,(T) and I? : p-‘[ho, 11 n C,(X)+ p-‘[&,, l] n C,(T) for 
which D(A, R(A))< E and D(A, I?(A)) < F. 
Proof. In [4] Fugate proved the following 
Theorem (Fugate). For every a > 0 there exists a tree T E C,(X) and a retraction 
r: X -+ T such that d(x, r(x)) < (Y for every x E X. 
For each x E X and 1 E Z, define H,,(x, t) as the element of [p, x] for which 
~([p,H~(x, t)])=t~([p,~]).LetTEC~(X)beatreecontainingpandletAEC~(T). 
For A f {p}, the set y(A) = {lJTtA HP(x, 1 -t): t E I} is an ordered arc (an arc for 
which the set of its elements is totally ordered) whose endpoints are {p} and A. Let 
A”E [0, 1) and suppose p(T)> A(). If p(A) 2 ho, there is a unique f(A) E y(A) for 
which p( -y(A)) = A,,. Moreover, if we define f({ p}) = {p}, then f defines a map from 
C,,(T) n pm’[AO, l] into C,,(T) n pL-‘(AO). Similarly, we define a map F: C,,(T) n 
~~‘[0,Ao]~C~(T)n~L’(A0):ForA~CI,(T)n~L’[0,Ao],A#TwedefineF(A)as 
the unique element in the ordered arc T(A) = {Au lJrcT H,,(x, t): t E Z} for which 
p(F(A))=A,, and F(T)= T. Note that, when p(A)=A,,,f(A)=A=F(A) so that 
the function defined in C,,(T) as f for C,,(T) n~~‘[h,, l] and F for C,(T) n 
p-‘[O, A,] is a map. 
Now, let F > 0 and AOc [0, 1). We choose positive numbers 6, /3 and (Y as follows: 
D(A, B)<6 implies l~(A)-~(B)(<l-Ao; if AGB and p(B)-p(A)<& then 
D(A,B)<&;ifD(A,B)<cu,thenI~(A)-~(B)(<P anda<~/2.(Thenumbers 6 
and cy exist because of the continuity of p. The existence of /3 is assured in [6].) 
Finally we assume without loss of generality that e < 6. Let T and r be as in 
Fugate’s theorem, then p ( T) > AO. Define 
fi:C,,(X)+CP(T)n~P’[Ao,l] as 
R : C,,(X) + C,,(T) n p-‘(A,) and 
R(A) = 
( 
.f(r(A)), if p(r(A)) 2 A”, 
F(r(A)), if p(R(A))s Ao, 
:(A) = 
1 
(r(A)), if p(r(A)) 2 Aa, 
F(r(A)), if P(R(A)) s A”. 
It is easy to see that R and I? are continuous, D(A, R(A))< E and 
D(A, $A)) < F. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let q. be an essential point of X and r a subset of C,,,,,,,(X). 
(a) If E > 0, then there exists a map F : r + C(X) such that F(A) has injinitely 
many terminal points, F(A) 2 A for every A E r and D(A, F(A)) < E. 
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(b) If q0 is not a shore point, for each Whitney map p there exists A E [0, 1) such 
that, for each (Y > A, there is a map G: pU,‘(a) + pU,‘(a) for which G(A) has infinitely 
many terminal points and D(A, G(A)) < E. 
Proof. Denote by 8(c) the positive real number for which D(A, B) < E whenever 
A, BE C(X), AZ B and p(B)-p(A)<& 
(a) By Properties 1.2(d) there is an essential point q which is also an initial point 
of X, contained in every A E IY For each A E r we define F(A) as the element in 
the ordered arc {Au UxtX H,({x} x [0, t]): t E [0, 11) for which p(F(A)) = 
min{p(A)+ 6(e)/2, l}. It easily follows that F satisfies the requirements of the 
lemma. 
(b) Since q0 is not a shore point, there exist a A E [0, 1) such that q0 E A for every 
A E p-‘([A, 11). Let LY > A, & = 8(~/2) and 77 = min{& (Y -A}. For each AE p;‘(a) 
we define J(A) as the unique element in the ordered arc {Ursa Hq(x, 1 - t): t E [0, l]} 
for which p(J(A)) = a - 7 3 A. Since q E J(A) we are able to define G(A) = F(J(A)) 
where F is the function in (a) substituting 8(~)/2 by 7. So we obtain 
p(G(A))=p((J(A))+~=a, and by our choice of [, D(A,G(A))sD(A,J(A))+ 
D(J(A), G(A)) < ~/2+ e/2 = E. The remaining properties of G follow easily. 0 
Theorem 2.3. If the dendroid X contains an essential point which is not a shore point, 
then, for every Whitney map p, C,(X) is p-conical pointed. Moreover 
(a) For some A,, E [0, 1) (which depends on p) and for every A > ho, pi’(A) = Q, 
pi’[A, l] = Q. l%e conclusion of the theorem follows from K(Q) = Q [l]. 
(b) There exists an homeomorphism H : K(p;‘(A)) + pi’[A, l] such that 
H(p;‘(A)x{l})=Xand H(A,O)=A for every AcpLp’(A). 
Proof. In order to prove that a metric space is homeomorphic with the Hilbert cube, 
we use the Torunczyck’s characterization in [ll]: A compact, metric space M is 
homeomorphic with Q iff 
(i) M is a contractible ANR. 
(ii) The set of Z-functions contained in C(lk, M) is dense in C(lk, M). 
It is well known (see [8] for a proof) that condition (ii) can be changed by: (iii) 
For every h, , h, E C( Zk, M) and e > 0 there is a pair of functions h*, h2 E C(lk, M) 
for which p(h,(t), h,(t))s E (where i = 1,2, t E I” and p is the metric in M) and 
&(Zk)n&Zk)=@ 
For every A E [0, 11, p,‘[A, l] and p;‘(A) are compact spaces. Lynch proved [7] 
that for every continuum, every Whitney map p and every A E I the spaces pp’[ A, l] 
and pi’(A) are AR spaces, so that they are ANR and contractible. 
Let q be an essential point of X which is not a shore point and let A”E [0, 1) 
such that q E A for every A E pL’[AO, 11. We prove property (iii) for M = pi’[A, l] 
and M = pi’(A) where A > A,,. Let h,, h2 and E > 0 be as in (iii). For M = pi’(A), 
let h,=Roh, and &=GohZ. If M=pi’[A,l], we take h,=Roh, and h^,=Foh, 
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where R and R are the functions of Lemma 2.1 and F and G the functions in 
Lemma 2.2(a) and (b) respectively. It is easy to verify that these functions satisfy 
the requirements of (iii). This proves (a). To prove (b) note that the basis and the 
vertex of a topological cone are Z-subsets of this cone. The set pi’(A) is a Z-subset 
of p;‘[A, 11. Indeed, if (Y : I+ C(X) is a strictly increasing ordered arc from {p} to 
X and 6>0, we define ~~:p;,‘[t, l]+pcLp’[f, l] as 
y,(A) = 
1 
Au a(fA), if p(A)< t-t& 
A, if p(A)2 t+6, 
where t, is chosen so that p(A u a( tA)) = t + 6. Now, if g : Q + pp’[ t, l] is a map 
and e>O, then Im(rog)nF;‘(t)=@ and D(-y,(g(x)), g(x))< F if 6 is chosen 
adequately. Now, let f be a continuous function from Q to wp’[h, l] and E > 0, 
D(f(x), R(f(x))) < E (ff is the function in Lemma 2.1) and X & Imf: This proves 
that {X} is a Z-subset of pi’[A, l] and since the union of Z-sets is a Z-set then 
by a theorem in [l] there exists a homeomorphism H which satisfies (b). 0 
Corollary 2.4. (a) Zf besides to be an initial point of X, p is an essential point, then 
C,(X) is p-conical pointed for every p and its point is homeomorphic with Q. Moreover 
C,(X) = Q. 
(b) Zf some initial point p is not a shore point of X, then C(X) is conical pointed 
and its point is homeomorphic with Q. 
Proof. (a) We note that the hypothesis in Theorem 2.3 about the existence of an 
essential point which is not a shore point is omitted. But p is already an essential 
point contained in every A E C,(X), hence the proof is the same as the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. 
(b) Follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 since C,(X) n p-‘(A) = C(X) n 
p-‘(A) for A large enough. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that the initial point p E X is not essential. Let q be an essential 
shore point and suppose that pq n E = {q}. Then q is II-essential and there exists a 
sequence {q,,} c [p, q] such that o(q,,) > 2 and lim q,, = q. 
Proof. If o(q) = 1, then the lemma is obvious. Suppose that o(q) 2 2 and let u E X 
be a point such that [p, q] n [u, q] = {q}. For each n E N, let A,, be a subdendroid 
of X which does not contain q and for which D(A,, X) < I/n. We can suppose 
that p is not a shore point (see Properties 1.2(d), and Lemma 1.4(iii)) so that p E A, 
if n is large enough and then u&A,,. Therefore there is a sequence of different 
points {u,),,~, u, E A, which converges to u. Let q,, E [p, q] be the point for which 
[p, q] n [p, u,] = [p, q,,]. If qO is a limit point of {q,,}, then qO = q and this proves 
the lemma. Cl 
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Theorem 2.6. Let X, p and t_~ be as before and suppose that the set of essential points 
is a shore set. Zfp is not essential, then for every A E Z, K (t_~i’(h)) is not homeomorphic 
with pLp’[h, 11. 
Proof. Suppose that for some A E [0, l), there is a homeomorphism h : K(pp’(h)) + 
p;‘[A, l] and let V= h&i’(A) x (1)). We shall consider two cases: 
(a) V contains an essential point. Let q E V be such that in the arc [p, q] the 
only essential point is q. By the hypothesis there is a continuum A E pi’(A) which 
contains no essential points. We want to show that each x E [p, q) is contained in 
h(A, t) for some t E [0, 1). Suppose this is not true and let x E [p, q) such that 
x& h(A, t) for every t E [0, l), then some y E (x, q) has the same property. Since 
p, q E V, y E V and since h(A, 1 - l/n) converges to h(A, 1) = V, there is a sequence 
{y,} with y, E h(A, 1 - l/n) which converges to y. Clearly y g [p, y,,]. If some arc in 
X contains infinitely many y,, this arc must be contained in [p, y] since p E 
h(A, 1 -l/n). But, in that case, for n large enough, x E [p, y,,] E h(A, 1 -l/n). Then 
each arc in X contains only finitely many y,. According to Lemma 1.3 there is an 
essential point in [p, y], contradicting our choice of y. 
Now, by Lemma 2.5, q is II-essential and there is a sequence {q,,} G [p, q] such 
that gr q,, 2 2 and lim qn = q. Without loss of generality [p, q,,] E [p, q,,+,]. Then for 
every n E k4 there exists t < 1 sucn that {q, , . . . , qn}C h(A, t). By Properties 1.2(f), 
&(h(A, t)) has a subspace homeomorphic to I” for every 6 > 0. However, since A 
does not contain essential points, for small 6, and for some N E N, BR(A, 0) cannot 
contain I” if n > iV. This is a contradiction since h is a homeomorphism. 
(b) Suppose now that V does not contain essential points. Then B,(V) has finite 
dimension for every 6 small enough (Properties 1.2(f)). On the other side X do 
have essential points so that if h(A, t) = X, every open neighborhood of h(A, t) 
has infinite dimension. But h(A, t) E B,( V) if t is close enough to 1. This is a 
contradiction. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Zf X has only jnitely many essential points and p is not essential, then 
C,,(X) is p-conical pointed for every Whitney map u ifSsome essential point is not a 
shore point. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.3, 2.6 and 1.6. 0 
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